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Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties
Capsule Summary
M: 37-39: Susan Silber House
304 Mississippi Ave.
Takoma Park, MD
Constructed 1981
Private Access

The Susan Silber House is a two-story residential building with a basement and an attached carport. The

dwelling features frame construction with vertical wood plank siding and asphalt roof. It was built in  198 lin the

Shed architectural style, marked by asymmetrical modem forms. The house is built on an inclined lot, with a walk-

out basement on the side of the building facing Mississippi Avenue. Thus, the exterior shows three stories on this

side of the building. The side facing Mississippi Avenue is actually the rear of the house; the front entrance is

located off an unnamed alley that runs roughly parallel to Mississippi Avenue. On this side of the house, two stories

are visible.

The property has state-level significance under National Register Criterion 8: Significant Persons, for its

association with Susan Silber, an LGBTQ activist and lawyer. Silber specialized in family and labor law, and in that

capacity, she was involved in numerous influential cases seeking equitable treatment for LGBTQ families and

workers. She served from 1981  until 2017 as the Takoma Park City Attorney, playing a pivotal role in the creation

of Takoma Park as a model of progressive local government in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area and the state

of Maryland. The house at 304 Mississippi Avenue served as her residence from  1981  until the time of

documentation (2021), representing the full period of her private law practice and service as city attorney. Its period

of significance is  1981-2019.
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1. Name of Pro (indicate preferred name)

historic                           Susan silber House

other                             n/a

2. Location
street and number      304 Mississippi Avenue                                                                                                                              not for publication

city, town                       Takoma park                                                                                                                                                 vicinity

co u nty                          Montgomery

3.  Owner of  property         (give namesand mailing addresses of all owners)

name                            Susan silber

street and number     304 Mississippi Avenue                                                                                          telephone         310-257-4452

city, town                     Takoma park                                                            state        MD                       zip code           20912

4. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc.    Montgomery county HMS                                         liber    5743  folio  627

city, town                      Takomapark]                                 taxmap  JN52       taxparcel      0000                      tax lD number      01079873

5. Primary Location of Additional Data
Contributing  Plesource in  National  Plegister District
Contributing  F]esource in  Local  Historic District
Determined  Eligible for the National  Pegister/Maryland Pegister
Determined  Ineligible for the National  Plegister/Maryland  Plegister
Plecorded by HABS/HAEPI
Historic Structure Pleport or Plesearch  Pleport at MHT
Other:     NO Additional Data

6. classification

Category                Ownersh ip

I:lsi:::ntg,s)      =:::,e
structure                            both
site

_Object

Current Function
_agriculture

commerce/trade
defense

X    domestic

F]esource Count
landscape                         Contributing             Noncontributing
recreation/culture                  I
religion

social

education              _transportation
_funerary
-overnment

health care

_industry

work in progress
unknown

buildings

sites
structures
Objects

0               T otal

vacanvnot in use         Number of contributing F`esources
other:                               previously listed in the Inventory

0

I Note that some public records record this address as being in Silver Spring, MD.
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Condition

excellent                  deteriorated

2L good                        ruins
fair                                altered

Prepare both a one paragraph summary and a comprehensive description of the resource and its various elements as it
exists today.

Summary Paragraph:

The house at 304 Mississippi Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland, is a two-story residential building with a basement and an

attached carport. The dwelling features frame constmction with vertical wood plank siding and asphalt roof. It was built in  1981in the

Shed architectural style, marked by asymmetrical modem forms. The house is built on an inclined lot, with a walk-out basement on

the side of the building facing Mississippi Avenue. Thus, the exterior shows three stories on this side of the building. The side facing

Mississippi Avenue is actually the rear of the house; the front entrance is located off an unnamed alley that runs roughly parallel to

Mississippi Avenue. On this side of the house, two stories are visible.  The property has state-level significance for the period  1981 -

2019 because of its association with local LGBTQ activist and attorney Susan Silber. The property served as her home during the

period when she opened her private law practice (1981) until her retirement in 2019.

® Narrative Description :

Current Architectural Description

The home represents the Shed style of modem architecture, with the asymmetrical form characteristic of this style. The franre

house possesses multiple outdoor balconies, vertical wood plank siding, and a slim roof overhang, which are also markers of the Shed

style. Aiccordrng to A Field Guide to Anerican Houses ..

The overall effect of a Shed house is that of bold diagonals, counterpointed shapes, and multiple massing. The form
of the house imparts its style, not the smaller elements. The shed roof is often multi-directional and used in ways
that give the effect of colliding geometric shapes. The front door and entry area is generally inconspicuous, and may
even be obscured.2

The style originated on the West Coast in the mid-1960s before spreading throughout the United States. It is predominantly a

suburban architectural form and saw its height of popularity in the 1970s, although it continued into the l980s, as evidenced by the

Silber House, built in  |98| .3

The property is located on a wooded residential block of homes just west of Sligo Creek. The majority of the buildings on

this block are Shed-style dwellings constnicted in the same era as the Silber House. Thus, the property retains integrity of setting.

Although the property address is on Mississippi Avenue, the house backs up to this road, as do the other houses on this

residential stretch. An unnamed alley running loosely parallel to Mississippi Avenue provides access to the house's driveway and two-

2 Virghia.MCAIester ct al., A Field Guide to American Houses.. The Definitive Guide to Identifying and Understanding America's

DomesJz.c Arcfel.fccfrorc, Revised and expanded edition (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2013), 649.
3 MCAlester et al., 650; "Looking Back at the Shed Style," Arcfei./ccfwr¢/ Observer (blog), April 9, 2018,

http://architecturalobserver.com/looking-back-at-the-shed-style/.
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car attached carport, which is original to the house. The house lacks a clearly distinguished main entrance; it is discreetly located to

the east of the carport on the south side of the house. This side of the house also features three clerestory windows above the carport.

The side of the house farthest from Sligo Creek (facing roughly west) is the most nondescript, reflecting the fact that there is

only a narrow yard on this side and the neighboring house is quite close. This side has no balconies and only one first-floor window,

of one-over-one sash style. On the second story, there are two sliding windows and one window of one-over-one sash style. This

elevation also features a wood-clad chimney, which is a characteristic of Shed-style architecture, and an uncovered side doorway into

the carport.

The house is built on an inclined lot, so that two stories are visible in the front of the building and three stories are visible in

the rear of the house, which faces Mississippi Avenue (and faces roughly north). This side of the building features an entrance to the

basement, plus the two stories of living space above it. There are two balconies on this side of the house. One is located off of the

first-floor living room; the other is located off of a second-story bedroom. The second-story balcony has been screened in since the

house was originally built. Both balconies are accessible from the interior of the house via sliding glass doors. There is also a sliding

window to the east of the second-floor balcony.4

The side of the house closest to Sligo Creek (facing roughly east) features another first-floor entrance and another second-

story balcony. Since the house's construction, this balcony has been glassed in to create a small greenhouse. This elevation features a

first-floor doorway-shaped plate-glass window near the northeast comer of the house and a second-story doorway-shaped plate glass

window to the north of the balcony/ greenhouse. The yard on this side of the property contains a wooden deck covered with an open

trellis, which was added to the property in 1985. A small stone patio between the deck and the side entrance to the house was added in

2o07.5

The building has 1,71 1  square feet of living space, with an addition 400 square feet of finished basement. The main entrance

to the house, next to the carport, leads into an interior hallway with stairway access to the second floor. This hallway runs along the

east side of the house, ending in the living room, which covers the entire north side of the interior. To the west of this main hallway is

a galley kitchen (which runs along the west side of the structure) and a dining area, situated perpendicular to the kitchen and parallel to

the living room.

Changes to the property have been minimal. Inside, the upper half of the wall separating the living room and the dining room

was removed in the early 1990s. On the exterior, a deck and patio on the east side of the house were added; one second-floor balcony

4 Susan Ferentinos, Interview with Susan Silber, May  12, 2021.
5 Information about the renovations are from Ferentinos.
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was screened in; and another was made into a greenhouse. Because these changes have been minimal and all occurred during the

periodofsignificance(1981-2019),thehouseretainsintegrity.6

Building History

The legal description of the property is "Lot numbered thirty-three (33) in Block numbered Sixty-one (61) in a subdivision

known as `8. F. Gilbert's Subdivision, TAKOMA PARK,' as shown on plat recorded among the Land Records of Montgomery

County, Maryland, in Plat Book 29 as Plat no.1816." The land on which the house is located was subdivided in  1946.7

The Silber House was built in  1981 by Zuckerman Associates, Inc., a local construction firm established that same year by

Barry Zuckerman. Susan Silber was the original owner of the house, purchasing it the year it was built. As of 2021, she continues to

reside in the house and has been its only owner. Although hers has been the only name on the deed since the home's purchase, her

long-term partner Dana Naparsteck lived there until approximately  1998 when the couple parted ways. Silber's two children with

Naparsteck, Danielle Rachel Naparsteck Silber (b.  1983) and Avi Benjamin Naparsteck (b.  1988) grew up in the house. In 2010,

Silber's partner (later wife), June Peters, moved into the house.8

6 Maryland Department of Assessments and Taxation, "Real Property Data Search: 304 Mississippi Avenue," accessed August 3,

2020, https://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/RealpropertyA'ages/default.aspx; Ferentinos, Interview with Susan Silber.
7 Montgomery County (ro), "Deed: 304 Mississippi Avenue," July  17,1981, Maryland Land Records Online,

http://mdlandrec.nevmain/index.cfm.
8 Moutgomery Courty (M:D)., V`/i++ia.in N . Es:Ifridge, The Case f or Sane-Sex Marriage.. From Sexual Liberty to Civilized Commitment

(New York: Free Press,1996),110-11 ; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2019, interview by Ziona Pelz-Sherman, Transcript,
November 24, 2019, 2-3, Bet Mispachah Oral History Project, American University Digital Research Archive,
https://dra.american.edu/islandora/object/humanitiestruck:2188; Ferentinos, Interview with Susan Silber.
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Period                    Areas of significance              Check and justify below

1600-1699           _  agrioulture                                economics                            health/medicine               _  performing arts
1700-1799                  archeology                                education                               industry                               _  philosophy
1800-1899                  architecture                        _  engineering                           invention                             X   politics/government

X   1900-1999                  art                                                entertainment/                     landscape architecture  _  religion
X   2000-                    _  commerce                                 recreation                    X   law                                            science

=::#::annsning     = :#:crahti:outJage              ::TtL:r: history               =::::Ls::?n
conservation                               settlement                             military                                  X   other:   LGBTO Historv

Specific dates                  1981-2019                                                                       Architect/Builder      Zuckerman Associates, Inc.

Construction dates       1981

Evaluation for:

National  Register X           Maryland  Register not evaluated

Prepare a one-paragraph summary statement of significance addressing applicable criteria, followed by a narrative discussion of the
history of the resource and its context.   (For compliance projects, complete evaluation on a DOE Form -see manual.)

Summary Paragraph:

The house at 304 Mississippi Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland, has state-level significance under National Register Criterion

8:  Significant Persons, for its association with Susan Silber, an LGBTQ activist and lawyer. Silber specialized in family and labor

law, and in that capacity, she was involved in numerous influential cases seeking equitable treatment for LGBTQ families and

workers. She served from  1981  until 2017 as the Takoma Park City Attorney, playing a pivotal role in the creation of Takoma Park as

a model of progressive local government in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area and the state of Maryland. The house at 304

Mississippi Avenue served as her residence from  1981 until the time of this documentation (2021), representing the full period of her

private law practice and service as city attorney. Its period of significance is  1981-2019, from Silber's establishment of her private law

practice (the same year she purchased the property) until her retirement from the law.

Narrative Statement of Significance:

Early Career

Susan Silber was born in Passaic, New Jersey, in  1948 and grew up in Teaneck, New Jersey. She was raised in the Jewish

religious tradition by a family of activists, and in a 2019 interview, she credited the activist and Jewish influences of her childhood

with preparing her for a life of service toward the ideals of social justice.9

She attended the University of Michigan, earning a bachelor's degree in  1971, and law school at the State University of New

York (SUNY) at Buffalo, graduating in  1976. It was during law school that Silber first began tying LGBTQ activism to her work with

the law. She helped organize a conference on gay and lesbian legal issues, and the proceedings of that conference were later published

as a special issue of the B#jLorcr/o fcm; Rev;.ew. '° Such a conference-and its subsequent endorsement in a law review-was quite

a 9 Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015, interview by Esperanza Pastor, Transcript, January 30, 2015,I, Rainbow History

Project; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2019, 2.
]° Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015,I ; "Collaborative Dispute Resolution Professionals:  Susan Silber," Collaborative

Dispute Resolution Professionals, accessed August 3, 2020, https://collablawmaryland.org/susan-silber/.
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groundbreaking in the mid-1970s. In that era, homosexuality was still widely understood by the U.S. mainstream to be a sign of

perversion and something to be ashamed of. Same-sex attraction had only recently ceased to be classified as a mental illness (1974)."

Same-sex sexual behavior was still illegal in much of the United States, including New York.'2 For a young lawyer at the start of her

career in a generally conservative profession to publicly tie herself to LGBTQ issues was a courageous decision that ran the risk of

having serious professional consequences. I 3

The SUNY symposium led to an annual conference held in different parts of the country known as "Law and the Fight for

Lesbian and Gay RIghts." This conference provided a means for lawyers working on LGBTQ issues to share strategies and

experiences and to build professional networks before the founding of the National Lesbian and Gay Law Association in 1989.'4

After law school, Silber moved to the Washington, DC, area in  1978. As she described it in a 2015 interview, "I was excited

about being here [in DC] because of the civil rights movement; a lot of progress was occurring in the Supreme Court, and I thought

that being in the heart of the nation's capital would be a good place to be."]5 She took a position as a clinical fellow at Antioch School

of Law (now pan of the University of the District of Columbia), where she was involved in founding a group for gay and lesbian

faculty and students. Following the completion of her fellowship, Silber briefly worked as a union lawyer before moving into private

Practicein|98|.16

Private Practice

Silber entered private practice the same year she purchased the house at 304 Mississippi Avenue. Her law practice was also

located in Montgomery County, and she served clients in both Washington, DC, and Maryland. Her practice specialized in family and

labor law and drew a large number of LGBTQ clients facing legal issues brought about by their sexual or gender orientation. LGBTQ

law was still a relatively new field, and Silber benefited from prior work done by the DC Feminist Law Collective, particularly in the

i t For a detailed account of this process, see Lillian Faderman, 7lfec Gcry Revo/w/I.o".. 7lrfee Sfory a/ffec Sf"gg/e (New York: Simon &

Schuster, 2015), 279-97.
[2 New York's sodomy law was overturned in 1980 by the New York Court of Appeals ruling in People v. Onofre et al. George

Painter, "The History of Sodomy Laws in the United States: New York," Gay and Lesbian Archives of the Pacific Northwest, n.d.,

P3ttF:;//::y;#ep£.::¥S:S°T#:s::/sse:Sdi:it:ti:#::e-#c.hstt:;n,..Historica|LandmarksandLandscapesofLGBTQLaw,"in
LGBTQ America.. A Theme Stud:y of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megali Springate, vof. 2
(Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2016), https://www.nps.gov/subjects/tellingallamericansstoriesflgbtqthemestudy.htm.!4 Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015, 7-8; "About Us," The National LGBT Bar Association, 2021,

P5tt3:#?stpoariv°]rngea:::#£:#-suuS:inThs:]gear#9T!:bqfu:t:ti:nGfar::aowra?Sfi:sctfoa#[nn::£?ewwthwe;#asti°snanalsL]Fb:rT2BOT5?::°NC;::i::;t.]n
1978 date comes from the 2019 interview, where Silber used that date multiple times. In the 2015 interview, she places her arrival in
D.C. as  1977.
]6 Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015, 2-3; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2019, 2.
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area of LGBTQ family law. The collective was ceasing operation around the time Silber was opening her practice, and the former

members of the collective shared their files with Silber, allowing her to learn what legal strategies had and hadn't worked in the past to

protect LGBTQ families. "

Family Law

Before the  1990s, when legal protections for LGBTQ families slowly began being passed in some municipalities, LGBTQ

couples and parents needed to create their own legal safety net through contracts, wills, and powers of attorney. Without such

documents in place, a same-sex partner did not have the right to make medical decisions concerning their life partner, could be denied

visitation rights at the hospital, and could lose all assets listed in their partner's name upon that partner's death. All these

circumstances played out with frightening regularity during the AIDS crisis of the 1980s and 1990s. In addition, LGBTQ parents

regularly lost custody of their children in this era, when legal precedent still held that simply identifying as LGBTQ made one an unfit

parent. Similarly, in nearly all areas of the United States, a child could ndt legally have two parents of the same sex. As a result, only

one member of a same-sex couple could be a child's legal parent; the other member of the couple had no legal relationship to the

child, meaning they could not access their child's school records, make medical decisions for them, or automatically retain custody of

them upon the legal parent's death.[B

Silber was well aware of these issues. By  1981, she was in a long-term relationship with Dana Naparsteck, a partnership that

would last twenty-three years. The couple had a daughter, Danielle, born in  1983, and a son, Avi, born in  1988.]9 She devoted a

significant portion of her law practice to creating individual legal protections for LGBTQ families-those contracts, wills, and powers

of attorney mentioned earlier-and representing the interests of clients who were experiencing legal troubles as a result of their

relationships and families having no automatic standing under the law.20

Looking back on her career in 2019, Silber cited her work in LGBTQ finily law-"this incredible passion of wanting to

have children and help other people be able to have children"-as one of her most significant contributions. She stated, "„.in my legal

[7 Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015, 3; Nancy D. Polikoff, "How Does a Radical Lesbian Feminist Who Just Knows

How to Holler Somehow Become a Noted Legal Scholar? The Founding of the AALS Section on Sexual Orientation and Gender
Identity Issues Symposium," /o#mcz/ a/Lega/ Edwc¢f!.o# 66, no. 3 (2017 2016): 493-501.
[8 Susan Ferentinos, "Maryland LGBTQ Historic Context Study" (Baltimore: Preservation Maryland, 2020),112-13,

https://www.preservationmaryland.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/maryland-lgbtq-historic-context-study-september-2020-full-
web.pdf., George Chauneey, Wky Marriage? The History Shaping Today 's Debate over Gay Equality (New York.. Basic Bocks, 2004),
95-Ill ; Mare Stein, Jieffe!."kz.#g ffee Gay ¢#d Lefb!.an A4ovcme#f (New York: Routledge, 2012),195-97.
]9 Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015,11 ; Eskridge, 77!e Cc!se/or Sczme-Sex M¢m.age,Ilo-11.
20 For examples of Silber's work in this area, see Lorraine Sorrel, "Lesbian Co-Parents and Their Daughters Share Experiences," 0#

Owr Backs (Washington, United States: Off Our Backs, Inc., July 31,1984); Arm Parks, "h® Court of Special Appeals Sends Gay
Dad's Custody Case Back for Full Hearing," DCH./y Record, June 21, 2005, see. News; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015.
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career, one of the things I've worked on most is trying to help LGBTQ people to be able to become parents both through adoptions and

second parent adoptions and sperm donor arrangements and surrogacies. It's just been a big part of what I have done for my life's

work."2l

In 2021, Silber further elaborated on these statements. She cited her work in support of LGBTQ families as her largest

historical contribution, and she understood this work to include not only her legal practice but her willingness to be a spokesperson for

the issues facing LGBTQ families. While her children were growing up, Silber and her daughter spoke widely on the topic. These

appearances included a nationally televised interview with Barbara Walters on the ABC news program 20V20.22

Labor Law

The other specialty of Silber's law practice was labor and employment law, another area of particular concern for LGBTQ

individuals. Employment discrimination on the basis of sexual or gender orientation has been a common aspect of U.S. history, and it

was still legal in about half of the country until a series of Supreme Court decisions in June 2020.23 In Washington, DC, a Human

Rights Ordinance passed in 1977 outlawed employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, and a 2006 amendment

added gender identity as well.24 Comparable protections did not become state law in Maryland until 2001  for gays, lesbians, and

bisexuals, and 2019 for transgender workers. However, local ordinances did outlaw LGBTQ employment discrimination in some areas

of Maryland before 2001. Among these locales was Montgomery County ( 1984), where Silber's law practice was based, and nearby

Howard County (1975).25

Even after such legal protections were enacted, they were regularly violated. Silber represented a number of clients seeking

appropriate protections under such laws. In  1982, she represented well-known LGBTQ activist James Tinney in an employment

dispute with his employer Howard University. Tinney was a leading scholar of pentecostal religion and the founder of DC's Faith

2[ Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2019, 6.
22 Ferentinos, Interview with Susan Silber; "20/20: Growing Up With Gay Parents," ABC News, January 6, 2006,

https://abcnews.go.com/2020/story?id= 124057&page= I ; See also, Eskridge, 7lfec Cczfc /or Sczme-Sex A4clm.age; Sorrel, "Lesbian Co-
Parents and Their Daughters Share Experiences."
23 Robert Bames, "Supreme Court Says Gay, Transgender Workers Protected by Federal Law Forbidding Discrimination,"

Was:fe!.#gfo# Posf, June  15, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/courts_law/supreme-court-says-gay-transgender-workers-
are-protected-by-federal-law-forbidding-discrimination-on-the-basis-of-sex/2020/06/15/2211d5a4-655b-llea-acca-
80c22bbee96f_story.html.
24 Jerome Hunt, ``A State-By-State Examination of Nondiscrimination Laws and Policies" (Washington, DC: Center for American

Progress Action Fund, June 2012), 32, https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-
contenvuploads/issues/2012/06/pdf/state_nondiscrimination.pdf.
25 Hunt, 48; Ferentinos, "Maryland LGBTQ Historic Context Study,"  100-101.
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Temple, an LGBTQ congregation that follows in the Black evangelical tradition. In the early  1980s, Tinney experienced conflict with

the university that appeared to be an effort to quell his LGBTQ activism. The case did not progress to court.26

One of Silber's most well-known cases involved a 1986 class action suit brought by thirteen naval recruits, who had been

dishonorably discharged by the U.S. Navy when it was discovered that they had HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. In the  1980s, there

was no known treatment for AIDS, which was widely understood to be a disease that mostly afflicted men who had sex with other

men (despite the rapid spread of the disease into other populations by this time). Also at this time, LGBTQ individuals were barred

from serving in the U.S. military. Silber succeeded in getting an injunction against the Navy, but the case was ultimately decided in

the Navy's favor, and the men were discharged. Nevertheless, Silber did succeed in getting the dismissals changed to honorable

discharges. The case also received national press coverage, raising awareness of both LGBTQ employment discrimination and the

Particular plight of workers with HIV and AIDS.27

City Attorney for Tckoma Park

In addition to her private law practice, Susan Silber served as general counsel for the city of Takoma Park for over thirty-

five years, from 1981 until 2017. Tckoma Park is a particularly progressive suburb of DC, located in Montgomery County, Maryland.

The city's efforts at equitable treatment for all its citizens was a good match with Silber's own interests in social justice, and indeed,

she played a substantial role in crafting the legal infrastructure that led to this municipal reputation. In reflecting on her time as city

attorney, Silber stated, "What gives me the most pride is the deliberative way the Takoma Park government has consistently promoted

Public policies that nurture inclusiveness, equity and diversity in our community."28

Among her various efforts for the city, she hoped to be remembered most for her work in the areas of voting, immigrant,

tenant, and LGBTQ rights. Over the course of her thirty-five-year tenure, Takoma Park expanded electoral representation by replacing

at-large delegates with ward elections for city council (so that each area of the city would have its own voice); lowering the voting age

to sixteen; and eliminating U.S. citizenship as a requirement for voting. Tckoma Park became a Sanctuary City, vowing to protect

immigrants against more exclusionary Federal policy. The city also expanded protections for tenants, who in 2017 comprised half of

26 Kevin I. Mumford, Not Straight, Not White.. Black Gay Men from the March on Washington to the AIDS Crisis (Chapel Hill.. "e

University of North Carolina Press, 2016),165-70.
27 Dale Mezzacappa, "Navy Barred from Ousting  13 Sailors in AIDS Case," Pfei./add/pfei.a J#gw!.rcr, January 9,1986; "Navy Blocked

from Ousting Recruits over ADS Test," Sea#/c rl.mcs, January 9,1986, 3rd edition; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015,
8.
28 Takoma Park City Council, "Resolution Recognizing Susan Silber for Her Service as City Attorney," June  14, 2017,

https://documents.takomaparkmd.gov/government/city-council/agendas/2017/council-20170614-1.pdf;SusanSilber,"Retirement
F\eFLechous on Serving as Takori[iapalk Cky A;ttomey," Takoma Park.. A Newsletter Published by the City Of Takoma Park, Maryland,
May 2017.
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Takoma Park's residents. The city expanded enforcement of housing codes; introduced a rent stabilization program; and established a

Commission on Landlord-Tenant Affairs (COLTA) to resolve individual disputes.29

Finally, in her capacity as city attorney, Silber contributed to making Takoma Park a model for LGBTQ protections at the

local level. In 1993, nearly twenty years before Maryland legalized same-sex marriage, she and city council member Mark Elrich

introduced a local ordinance to grant domestic partner health coverage to city employees, which passed that same year. The city also

created a domestic partner registry, granting domestic partners-both same-sex and opposite-sex-legal protections similar to those

afforded to legally married couples. The law also passed in 1993, making Takoma Park the first municipality in Maryland, and one of

the first in the nation, to recognize same-sex couples.30

Susan Silber has played a pivotal role in ensuring legal protections for LGBTQ individuals, both through her work writing

and lobbying for protective laws and her work ensuring that such laws are enforced in the court system. For her work, she was

recognized in 2015 as a Community Pioneer by the Rainbow History Project, Washington DC's LGBTQ history organization.3[

29 Takoma Park City Council, "Resolution Recognizing Susan Silber for Her Service as City Attorney"; Silber, "Retirement

Reflections."
30 Meera Somasundaram, "Benefits Break for `Partners': Takoma Votes to Extend Health Coverage to Couples," 77!e W¢sfe!.#gfo#

Post, August 5,1993; Meera Somasundaram, "Takoma Park Approves Benefits for Domestic Partners," W¢ffe!.#gfo# Posf, August 5,
1993; Oral History Interview with Susan Silber, 2015,10.
3! "2015 Awardees and Event Coverage: Susan Silber," Community Pioneers: Creators of DC's LGBTQ Communities; Rainbow

History Project Digital Collections, 2015 , https://archives.rainbowhistory.org/exhibits/show/pioneers/2015-awardees/susan-silber.
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